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Abstract: This project aims at the collective definition of social design. The process of
exploring this definition is considered a workshop that gets people involved and
passionate. In this process there are various elements that represented tangible
reference points and draw to defined public spaces in the city and central at the
University of Applied Arts Vienna. Social Design is a well-established term and has
various forms of interpretations. Though this project aims to understand more about
these interpretations. To achieve this, individuals were animated to think about the
term ‘design’ and involved in defining new paradigms. This was done with the help of
various interactive, crowd sourcing methods, such as idea gathering in the city by
interviewing pedestrians and cyclists, with a participatory exhibition, and an open
source website addressing the virtual community ... The project is organised and
conducted by a trans-diciplinary and multicultural group of students of the JointMaster Programme Social Design at the University of Applied Arts Vienna and
Konservatorium Wien University. They believe that problem solving is a collective
process as suggested, by Mau (2004). Accordingly a solution orientated strategic
model attracting interest, raising awareness, and motivate individuals to share their
ideas was designed. The project started in Vienna and should be continued in other
cities. It will further be presented and discussed in more depth with various keynotes
and crowd-sources at a conference in Vienna in 2013.

Keywords: Social Design, Participative Methods, Crowd Sourcing, Urban
Design, Sustainability, Urban Strategy, Cities, Exhibition
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Introduction
Feeding the term ‘Social design’ into the Google search engine, will result in over 1
590,000,000 entries that provide the searcher with various interpretations. Despite this
- or perhaps because of such innumerable considerations - the subject remains
abstract. Hence, a process to find a definition for Social Design is pursued and explored
in this paper.
Commonly featured terms in any brainstorm focusing on ‘social design’ might well
include urbanism, sustainability, development, and cooperation; therefore, the many
facades of Social Design should be evaluated in a trans-disciplinary and multi-cultural
way. Through such an approach, the accumulated knowledge and diverse perspectives
to the city should provoke a challenging, new set of ideas. The intention is to work with
methods inspired from urban theories and sustainability strategies, for example, while
synchronously giving the general public the opportunity to contribute their ideas.
In the quest for a definition of Social Design, the process and strategy in attaining
that definition are as important as the product itself. In fact they are part of the
product. In this spirit, various programs and mechanisms are set up that facilitate a
process. Stimulating exchanges about the field of social design should provide an
overview and open new perspectives. It is envisioned that the result takes the form of a
collective summary proposing a holistic view of ‘social design’ that shapes our
understanding.

The meaning of ‘design’- design beyond the object
Many contemporary designers call into question conventional ideas of what design
is, and what it should be about. In emerging genres of `social`, `critical` and `activist`
design, for example, practitioners call into question semiotics of gender and class,
ownership and authorship, power and welfare, consumption and real needs (Ericson
and Mazé 2011, p.12).
Viktor Papanek (1972) made the claim that design had the task to serve society
rather than exploit it (Whiteley 2006, p. 114; Papanek 1984, p. 252). This desire was
expressed by him in his book, ‘Design for the Real World – Human Ecology and Social
Change’, published in the first edition in 1972, and then the revised edition in 1984.
This claim marked a turning point in the understanding of and approach to design and
was the starting point of the responsible design movement. To make his point Papanek
compared design with the medical profession. If we were to reduce medicine to the
fields of plastic surgery and cosmetics (Papanek 1984, p. 234; Whitely 2006, p. 99) then
the social claim and aspect of medicine would fall void. The same is true for design.
Design is habitually dismissed for not having a social and human dimension when this is
in fact not the case according to Papanek (Papanek 1984, p. 352; Whitely 2006, p. 99).
Papanek proposed six design priorities: Design for the Third World (2009, p. 235-45),
Design medias for teaching and learning for people with disabilities, Design for
medicine, surgery, dentistry and hospital equipment, Design for experimental research,
Design of systems for human life protection under extreme conditions, Design for
fundamentally new concepts. Within these his proposition was to evaluate
psychological aspects of design, such as the effects of colours and forms. A new design
priority demanded the rethinking of processes.
Margolin and Margolin (2002, p. 24-30) were writing about design, with regards the
needs of developing countries. According to them social design could be considered
that what facilitates clean water, hygienic standards, food and education. They wanted
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design to be understood in a wider sense, including mechanisms and models that
respond to social and environmental needs … Similar to Papanek, Klaus Krippendorff
(2006, p. 135), a professor of communications, cybernetics and systems theory,
advocates that Design competence need to be given away, delegated to users, and
encouraged everywhere. The argument was that everyone is a designer and that
almost everything is, or has been, designed: the way we sit, the chair we sit in, the table
in front of us, the display of the keys on keyboards, etc. In the aforementioned book,
‘Design for the Real World’, Papanek concludes design to be ‘[…] the conscious effort to
impose meaningful order’ (Papanek 1984, p.4). Thus, design is everything that can be
formed and shaped, and therefore actions and places can be designed as much as
objects.
Accepting this meaning of design and its omnipresent nature inevitably leads to the
topic of responsible design. The question about the social responsibility of designers is
by no means new. In the 60s for example a group of artists promoted a ‘first things
first’ manifesto, rallying against a consumer culture, advocating an improvement of
society, and identifying the important role of design for this purpose. In a society that is
predominantly consumption-driven, designers have played an important role in
designing new products as commodities.
Transforming and shaping men’s tools and surroundings will ultimately change men.
In this respect, designers have played a considerable role in shaping today´s
consumption culture by providing their skill and talent.
Acknowledging this understanding and perspective of design, this process would
need to be reversed. Social Design concerns itself with design that is human-centered,
with the wider effects and influences of design in its broadest sense. Dunne and Raby
(2011, p. 28-46) believe that critical design is needed that takes at its medium social,
psychological, cultural and technical values. This point of view is rather difficult for
designers, whose work is closely linked to the marketplace.
Established design strategies reinforce global capitalist desires and create desire for
new products. Dissatisfaction is part of that kind of planning for both, designer and
consumer. Instruments of power, diplomacy, governance and welfare are
conceptualized by graphic, product and environmental designers, or at least by design
strategists and planners (see Mazé and Llorens 2011, p. 115). But using a different
approach in designing, like materialising unusual values in products can evoke a social
critique and thoughtfulness. Focusing on the importance of design, it also needs to be
acknowledged that there are limits to what design can do, how it can be applied and
what might be achieved.
One cannot build life from refrigerators, politics, credit statements and crossword
puzzles. That is impossible. Nor can one exist for any length of time without poetry,
without colour, without love (Antoine de Saint-Exupery in Papanek 2005, p. 93).
Encapsulated in this quote is the idea that life does not turn around objects, but
that life turns around life itself. The things that determine our lives and happiness are
fine, nuanced and subtle. Respecting this design can be a magnificent tool to promote
change, and can be a support agent, as well. It seems there is a need for solution
oriented and sensitive design that both takes a holistic approach and is responsive to
social and cultural issues. ‘Design’ should not refer to the shaping of consumable items,
but instead refer to the creation of structures that aim for life quality in cities.
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The strategy
Upon seeing the process as part of the product, there follows a conscious desire to
make the process an open, developing and continuous one. Its aim is to gather various
ideas, associations, interpretations, citations and the like related to the field of Social
Design. There are various mechanisms put in place to maximize the reachable
audience. These different channels stretch from virtual to real space, from the ‘abstract
space’ of designers and the ‘concrete space’
(Hegel 1998, p. 381-7; Lefebvre 1991, 49-50). The starting point was a student
organised Social Design exhibition at the end of January 2013 that encouraged visitors
to contribute to the exhibition’s content by sharing their ideas on the walls. It continues
in many other ways, for example online platforms to encourage debate, polling
pedestrians in the city, and awareness campaigning in a playful fashion. By diversifying
its means, participation should be maximized. This channelling method addresses
people that like surfing online as much as it addresses people that are talkative and
willing to chat to people on the street. People with different habits, preferences,
positions, cultures and ages are reached; subsequently, the audience margin is
maximized and the quantity and variety of received input increases.
Essentially the goal is not to convince other people of a certain position, but rather
to raise awareness, challenge conventional perceptions and understandings, and
encourage people to share their thoughts and opinions with the authors. The proposal
designs a process with a result as a finished product, a sum of inputs guaranteeing a
farsighted understanding for sensible work within the urban field.

The exhibition- ‘Social Design _ _ _ _ _ ’
The starting point of the project was an exhibition that aimed to explore the
boundaries and challenges of Social Design as both a discipline and an urban
innovation. Organised and implemented by the Social Design students of the University
of Applied Arts with the Konservatorium University Vienna, it took place for almost two
weeks in January 2013. The exhibition approached the question of what social design is
and should be in a flexible fashion. Rather than providing a supreme answer, it
highlighted related fields, and encouraged contributions and thoughts from visitors.
The exhibition walls were covered with study notes forming the content of the
display. These were the original work and note materials that the Social Design
students produced during their classes, hanging on the walls and shared with everyone.
These texts and graphics contained information of the different reference points to the
field of social design, e.g. literature, politics, sustainability, etc. which were gathered
through expertise lectures and workshops and individual or team research. This sharing
of informal and, to some extent, intimate material supported the statement for an
open process.
With a permanent marker the notes were then linked, connected to key subjects
that were identified previously, and written in bold, black, capital letters on the walls.
The black lines running along the walls, connecting the notes with each other and to
bigger common key subjects, created a path along the exhibition walls that allowed the
visitor to dive into the material at any point and follow any chosen path across
disciplines and ideas. It created a sort of anti-map, a knowledge map giving input and
guiding the audience through the city in an alternative, almost participatory, way.
Additionally, there were several holes in the wall (See Figure 1), begging the visitors’
attention and peeking their curiosity to look through them. Seen through one of the
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holes was an image contrived from a cube construction on the outside of the exhibition
space. By glancing through the hole, the viewer entered an intimate sphere that
nobody else could enter in that moment. This allowed a moment of refuge, even in
much the same way that many people carve their safe, private moments from the
ongoing city.

Figure 1. Look-through holes. Author: Dieter Lang

Figure 2. Inside-Panorama. Author: Dieter Lang

The exhibition was set up in the form of a smart installation (See Figure 2), an
exhibition that can be dismantled and reinstalled repeatedly at any point. This
procedure allows that an exhibition begun in Vienna can tour around from station to
station, receive new input at different viewpoints, and grow accordingly. It redefines
the idea of ‘open’. This way of saving the content and allowing it to develop is a manner
of preservation that underlines the infinite character of social evolution, of cities and,
ultimately, of the process in our focus.
PARTICIPATION IN THE EXHIBITION
The exhibition content served not only as input, but also as orientation, inspiration
and invitation to the visitors to contribute their own ideas. The exhibition was
therefore designed in a way that encouraged participation:
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Firstly, the incomplete title, ‘Social Design _ _ _ ’, communicated the open process
that should encourage an attentive visitor to define for himselve/herselve the role of
Social Design in the city and to share that with us. We urged all visitors to pick up a pen
and contribute to the knowledge map.
Secondly, the ‘in-progress’ aesthetics (spaces between the already existing content),
the hanging pens ready for use, and a toolkit that was dispensed upon entering, all
encouraged the visitor to further participation. The toolkit consisted of a cup and a pen,
where the cup was used to extract liquid from the extracting machines (see below) and
the pens enabled the individuals to respond to social design by including their own
perspectives and comments. The visitor was therefore given the opportunity to take
part in shaping the exhibition. Ultimately, it generated an examination of the essence
of social design through a broader team of stakeholders, emphasising the need to open
up the boundaries of a discourse that is, as governed by the rules of habit, elitist. It also
recognised the need to include visions, ideas and perspectives from outside the
discipline.

Figure 3. Toolkit. Source: Author: Dieter Lang

The toolkit (see Figure 3) and the smart installation were the elements that focused
on the open-end nature of the process and the value of personal contribution. The
exhibition functioned as a set of lenses, prisms and mirrors, in terms of covering
different angles and perspectives. It welcomed both agreement and disagreement, as
well as points of views that had not yet been taken into account.
EXTRACTING MACHINES
Another element to the exhibition was the ‘extracting machine’ (See Figure 4). This
machine consisted of pipes sourced and located at the different key subjects on the
wall, winding their way to the middle of the exhibition room to culminate in a set of
taps. Each of the pipes contained a different taste and colour juice. At the extraction
point, the visitors, equipped with the cups of the toolkit, are able to mix their individual
drink.
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Since the different juices were linked to different key subjects, the visitors were
effectively mixing their personal social design cocktail.
Thus, a visitor comprehending the meaning of the juice was allowed to make an
individual choice about which prime aspects he considered key. For example, he could
choose a legal base (juice) with a hint of literature.
The estimate of the importance of these different key aspects was a very subjective
evaluation, and the visitor was encouraged to ponder the possibilities of Social Design
by using the extracting machine. Moreover, the extracting machine communicated the
notion of the value of actions, and the meanings associated with actions.

Figure 4. Extracting Machines. Author: Dieter Lang
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RE
Figure 5. Sticker2Go. Author: Marta Gomez
STICKER2GO
To burst the boundaries of the exhibition space and allow Social Design to spill onto
the streets and into the city, there was a unique sticker that the visitors were given
upon exiting. The stickers (See Figure 5) served both as a souvenir by which to
remember the exhibition and also as an idea-agent to be spread throughout the city.
The sticker asked the visitor to identify places where `Social Design` takes place or
where social design is needed.
Each sticker requested the visitor to place it somewhere within the city, to then
make a picture and send it to the e-mail address provided. The stickers allow social selfdetermination and empower the residents of the city as members of the community to
voice their opinion.
Moreover it declares an understanding of design where people are approached as
part of a discourse. On one hand, the stickers work to raise awareness for issues
concerning social design; on the other, the placing allows conclusions about what the
citizens are interested in, what they desire, or what they think has to be changed. In
this sense, the stickers are a valuable contribution to the project and - with respect to
the channels of information - a relevant part of the strategy.
PEDESTRIAN INTERVIEWS
For the pedestrian interviews, a group of individuals went out to ask pedestrians on
the street about their association with, and definitions of, Social Design. The pedestrian
interviews should capture ideas and thoughts in real space, and put down roots in the
city, as it is the only channel that collects information through direct, personal contact,
asking the opinion of those that spend time in the city. The interview questions were
put to people that find themselves both within the space and under the immediate
influence of the city. Candidates were asked about public transport, parks, public
spaces and other elements of a city.
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For this process, and in order to receive free, uninfluenced answers, it was
important that the questions framed in the dialogue not overly guide the response.
Interviewers `were made very aware to avoid this obvious answer-trap. This analytical
tool was applied as an `action research methodology` to research the values of the
term `Social Design` and possibly needs and viewpoints. Innovative collaboration was
facilitated, user participation increased, a platform for dialogues designed.
OPEN SOURCE WEBSITE
When placing so much value on the process, it is vital that the means of collecting
the resultant input includes the world-wide-web. Both process and path influence the
outcome. In light of contemporary socio-cultural movements, trends and changes that
have occurred through technology in recent years, it is vital to include the web as one
of the primary channels of communication and collection. This conduit involves a range
of independent followers, anonymous users, stumblers and visitors.
The website takes an open source approach addressing the virtual community –
anyone from anywhere – to contribute to the stream of ideas about social design.
Unlike the Pedestrian Interviews, for example, the web opens the spectrum of
participants by declaring void the issues of time and space. Therefore, it is important
for the interactive homepage to function like a forum that is easily accessible and
simple and facile to navigate. Like an open source code of a computer program, the
source codes of social design are shared on this website.
As in the exhibition, it is expected that opposite viewpoints will clash on this
platform; however, these inconsistencies are again welcome because they
communicate the very nature of different, clashing opinions and expectations in a city.
The fact that the easiest way to copy a program is from one neighbour to another,
the fact that a program has both a source code and object code which are distinct, and
the fact that a program is used rather than read and enjoyed, combine to create a
situation in which a person who enforces a copyright is harming society as a whole both
materially and spiritually; in which a person should not do so regardless of whether the
law enables him to (Stallmann 1985).

Conclusion
Social Design widens our understanding of design as expressive for a time, a culture
and a society, and it asks for an open awareness about responsible design. In a pursuit
of a definition of Social Design, this proposal presents this understanding. Rather than
providing an answer, the proposal emphasizes the importance of the process in
reaching a conclusion.
The format of the result of the process will range from writings, drawings, the
pinning up of materials on walls, the recording of personal interviews, video/audio
recordings, stickers, and exhibitions. But these are only the physical outputs.
Throughout the process, there will be new understandings, revelations, insights and
connections that are decisive for the understanding of social design in cities. A dialogue
for urban, social and cultural creativity was initiated and planned to establish
precedents in other cities, through Summer-Schools, exhibitions, performances and
many more.
Stimulating dialogues should evoke reflection, encourage sharing of experience and
knowledge. The query about the needs of ‘the real world’ should collectively create
innovative ideas. The term Ujamaa means ‘we work together and empower each
other’. The process should therefore be the Ujamaa experience (Papanek 2009, p. 11).
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The accepted application to the Oslo conference inspired the students to travel to Oslo
in a Caravan. Stopping in different cities on the way for interactive dialogues should
maximise the participatory approach. In doing so there is already an intervention in the
space. Therefore, to say it in the words of DeCerteau (1984, p. 97), they will pass by, in
a ‘style of tactile apprehension and kinaesthetic appropriation … their intertwined
paths will give their shape to space.’
Urban creativity, as ways of living and everyday life, is considered as construction of
culture and a political body. A city holds numerous cultures, professions, minds and
dispositions. It is a place that people comprehend within the limits of their own
perceptions and experiences.
A challenge exists in acknowledging this unrealised potential, where the described
urban participants form a pool of unbridled energy that desperately needs to be
tapped, then harnessed to good. In parallel, there is also this harmonic process to both
collect various related factors to the city and receive various perspectives from it,
including, among many, issues of sustainability, the governing economy and politics,
and the role of our senses in comprehending the city. Connections and relations are
drawn between such myriad aspects of thought and approach, resulting in a knowledge
map that leaves the students in simultaneous awe and awareness that every new
answer leads to a new question.
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